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We found that electron-beam irradiation of sumanene aggregates strongly enhanced their transformation into a graphitic carbon cage, having a diameter of about 20 nm. The threshold electron dose was about 32 mC/cm² at 200 keV, but the transformation is still induced at 20 keV. The transformation sequence suggested that the cage was constructed accompanied by the dynamical movement of the transiently linked sumanene molecules in order to pile up inside the shell. Thus, bond excitation in the sumanene molecules rather than a knock-on of carbon atoms seems to be the main cause of the cage transformation. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4863739]

The spherically curved surfaces of π-conjugated structures such as fullerenes and related carbon cages effectively reduce the π-electron density of the outer surface. The charge transfer from an adopted functional group can thus lead to fullerene derivatives exhibiting useful n-type conducting properties. A notable example is phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) that has become an essential material for organic semiconducting device applications. In addition, charge transfer from an encapsulated metal to the outer surface strongly induces an electrical polarization in metal-encapsulated fullerene, which could turn out to be a key mechanism for molecular switching devices. Thus, rational control of these carbon-cage structures would be of great benefit for future electronic applications as well as for nanomechanical applications.

Fullerenes and carbon cages have previously been synthesized from a graphite source material at high temperatures of about 3000 K under the non-equilibrium ambient of Arc-plasma. This transformation of graphite into fullerenes is a well-known technique for the mass production of fullerene and its allotropes, including carbon-cages constructed from a large number of carbon atoms. Here, the bottom-up processes based on the so-called “pentagon road” and “ring coalescence” would be the presumed routes to explain the carbon-cage formation mechanism, where very small clusters of carbon atoms coalesce to form fullerene cages. While recent progress in these synthesis methods has remarkably improved the production efficiency, the production mechanism was extrapolated from indirect information of the analyzed species through mass-spectroscopy and control of the cage structure still requires further understanding of the formation mechanism.

In contrast, in-situ imaging through transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can provide direct evidence for the structural transformation of carbon cages, while the significant damage to the honeycomb lattice due to so-called “knock-on damage” would be taken into account in the transformation. In particular, the knock-on damage was found to be pronounced when the beam energy was higher than a threshold of about 80 keV and a local bond excitation on the honeycomb lattice also coexisted with the beam irradiation even though the beam acceleration was lower than 1 keV.

Despite the occurrence of beam-induced damage during TEM observation, captured images clarified the basis of the cage-transformation mechanism: static Joule heating on a few layers of graphene (FLG) strongly activated the movement of graphene edges with the assistance of the electron irradiation, where the graphene edges dynamically combine, zipper up with the nearest stack of graphene layers. In addition, the edges of small graphene flakes on graphite begin to curl up under the influence of e-beam irradiation, finally resulting in fullerene formation so as to enclose the curling edges.

In another method, the induction of a cyclic current pulse of about 20 kHz on a graphene edge leading to periodic Joule heating is known to produce various sizes of fullerenes triggered by a cyclic thermal stress, where the presence of amorphous carbon source material was crucial to promote the cage transformation. However, the repetition of thermal stress produced a larger carbon cage than for that of fullerene. Thus, the final size of produced carbon cages seemed strongly correlated with the initial size of the graphene and/or graphite fragment. The balance between the van der Waals attraction force to the basal plane and the stress to sustain the curling deformation would be the critical factor in determining the cage size.

In contrast to these carbon-cage synthesis methods based on a modification of a flat honeycomb lattice, we...
demonstrated a carbon-cage transformation by assembling a bowl-shaped molecule of sumanene with the assistance of an e-beam-induced reaction, where the decomposition of the sumanene molecules coincided with the rearrangement of molecular fragments into a closed carbon cage. Here, we report on the details of this transformation process and clarify its mechanism using in-situ TEM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations.

Sumanene is a bowl-shaped molecule having a chemical composition of C_{21}H_{12}, as shown in Figure 1(a). Its diameter is about 0.6 nm, and the depth of the bowl is around 0.11 nm. The bowl-shaped molecule easily forms a nanocrystalline aggregate, where the crystal structure has the stack of bowl plane aligned along the C-axis having an inter-layer distance of 0.39 nm, and a triangular lattice is created in the C-plane as shown in Fig. 1(a).

We prepared the sumanene nanocrystal sample using the co-precipitation method. The 100 µl of tetrahydrofuran solution of sumanene at a concentration of 1 mM was quickly injected into 10 ml of deionized (DI) water. At this stage, vigorous stirring of the DI-water is the key to obtain a fine and uniform dispersion of the nanocrystal. The dispersed liquid was dropped onto a carbon membrane that was supported on a Cu-mesh, and the membrane was dried in air at room temperature. A portion of the dispersed sumanene on the carbon membrane tended to form cylindrical crystals as shown in the SEM image and the TEM image in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively, but the remaining sumanene formed amorphous-like adhesions.

The beam-induced cage transformation was demonstrated using a TEM (JEOL JEM9200) system. We also prepared a sumanene nanocrystal specimen on Si substrate for imaging the low-acceleration e-beam irradiation in a conventional SEM system (Hitachi S4800). Here, a typical beam current of about 3.2 nA was used for TEM observation under a back pressure of about 2 × 10^{-5} Pa, and 33 pA for SEM observation under a back pressure of about 2 × 10^{-4} Pa.

Figure 2 shows the typical cage-transformation sequence that was recorded during TEM observation. Sumanene molecules dispersed on a carbon membrane tended to form an amorphous-like aggregation that can be observed as blurry blotches after a relative long beam-irradiation time of about 30 min, corresponding to an electron dose of about 32 mC/cm², where we first noticed this weak change in the contrast during the adjustment process of the e-beam optics. The subsequent change in the morphology following by the cage transformation rapidly progressed within a minute as follows: The first step was the appearance of a relatively dark-contrast area in the blurred blotch, with its boundary indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2(a). Then, a distinctive spherical condensation having a diameter of about 20 nm soon appeared in the middle of the blotch. The shape of the dark spherical condensation continuously and quickly changed to reveal a clear outer fringe containing a certain amount of fragments in the core region within 10 s, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The internal fragments moved dynamically and seemed to feed into the shell wall from inside the shell, enlarging the partial hollow space inside the shell. These encapsulated fragments, which would be transiently cross-linked sumanene molecules, gradually disappeared accompanying by dynamical movement inside the cage as shown in Fig. 2(c). Finally, the fragments seemed to be completely absorbed, and the enlarged shell
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**FIG. 1.** (a) Bowl-shaped sumanene molecule having a diameter of 0.6 nm and a depth of 0.11 nm, which is almost the same size as a sliced fullerene. The sumanene molecule constructed a triangular lattice along the c-plane of the crystal. (b) SEM and (c) TEM image of sumanene nanocrystals. Sumanene nanocrystals tended to form cylindrical shapes having lengths from several hundred nanometers to a micrometer.

**FIG. 2.** Sequence of the cage formation observed under TEM imaging field. The accumulated electron dose for the specimen was about 32 mC/cm² during a system adjustment time of 30 min. The sequence is describes as (a) spherical condensation; (b) condensed molecules create a hollow space containing some inner fragments after 10 s of beam irradiation; (c) contrast of the outer shell and the inside space become clear; (d) cage transformation complete. (e) Schematic illustration of the cage transformation (Multimedia view). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4863739.1].
produced a fully hollow space inside the carbon cage having a diameter of about 25 nm, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

Many of these beam-induced carbon-cage transformations occurred reproducibly as shown in (a) to (e) of Fig. 3. The produced cage sizes varied from 10 to 40 nm, but the size distribution seemed to have a strong correlation with the initial size of the sumanene aggregate on the carbon membrane. Many of the transformed carbon cages have a spherical shape and are composed of a single layer to two or three layers of shells, while some were composed of angular shells (Fig. 3(c)).

Such a cage structure created on a carbon membrane can be projected onto a TEM screen and/or imaging device as a dark ring when the beam optics are adjusted to be slightly defocused because the distinctive diffraction of the primary electron is induced at the graphitic plane parallel to the azimuth of the incident beam. Therefore, the electron that passed through the rounded top surface of the cage created an internal bright spot and a monotonic area as shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(e). However, the SEM image in Fig. 3(f), which was taken at the same location as the TEM image in Fig. 3(e), clearly suggests that the ring-shaped contrast in the TEM image exactly represents the three-dimensional cage structure.

We also investigated a similar beam-induced transformation under the relatively low acceleration beam energy of the SEM system. Here, the dispersion of sumanene was dropped onto a heated SiO$_2$ at 80 °C. The surface of SiO$_2$ was oxygen-plasma treated in order to improve the wettability, and the liquid was then uniformly dispersed over the entire surface. The heated SiO$_2$ surface soon vaporized the DI-water and sumanene nanocrystals were produced, which tended to have a rectangular shape and a width of several hundred nanometers.

The carbon-cage transformations were also induced at almost the same electron dose of around 24 mC/cm$^2$ at 20 keV. A typical cage-production sequence is shown in Figure 4, where the gray-colored sumanene crystal forms a rectangular-shaped thin crystal on the SiO$_2$ substrate. The SEM images were constructed from the secondary electrons from the beam irradiation point and the existence of steep protrusions and/or spherical nanostructure strongly enhanced the emission of secondary electrons. Therefore, the carbon cage should appear as a bright spot in the SEM image. While no bright spots could be detected at the initial SEM frame scanning, after electron irradiation of 24 mC/cm$^2$, a small but distinguishable bright spot appeared, which is indicated by the white arrow in Fig. 4(b). The bright spot grew larger while accumulating an electron dose of 48 mC/cm$^2$ (Fig. 4(c)) and 64 mC/cm$^2$ (Fig. 4(d)). The clear contrast of the bright spots shows exactly an ordered nanostructure protruding from the crystal surface that could be confirmed in the tilted SEM images of Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). Here, the observing direction is indicated by the dashed arrow in Fig. 4(d).

We confirmed that the bright spots appearing on the sumanene aggregates were the same carbon cages as those produced by the electron beam irradiation at 200 keV, as shown in Fig. 5. Here, an amorphous carbon membrane was utilized as the substrate for the convenience of TEM observation, but some clear white spots appeared on the surface as shown in Fig. 5(a) after the electron beam irradiation at
20 keV. The TEM image of Fig. 5(b) clearly suggested that the white spot is a carbon cage that was essentially the same one that was synthesized with the electron-beam irradiation at 200 keV under the TEM environment. The high-resolution (HR) TEM image in Fig. 5(c) also suggests that the cage was constructed with a graphitic surface, but it was partially destructed. Because the intense irradiation of HR-TEM electron beam easily damaged the cage structure, the HR-TEM image shows the intermittent structure during the destructing process.

It should be noted that the carbon-cage transformation of sumanene can be induced at 20 keV, where the “knock-on” of carbon atoms could not be induced; rather, the desorption of hydrogen atoms simultaneous with the bond excitation of five- and/or six-membered rings would be induced. Thus, we believe that bond excitation of the sumanene molecule followed by the cross-linking of sumanene molecules is the main cause for the carbon-cage transformations in this beam-induced reaction.

While the threshold electron dose shows a slight difference between the beam energies of TEM and SEM, in terms of the size distribution of the cages, the diameter of many of the cages converge around 20 nm, as shown in the histogram of Figure 6. The size distribution may give crucial information to understand the cage-transformation mechanism under electron beam irradiation. The sumanene is a small bowl-shaped molecule having a diameter of about 0.6 nm; thus, the simplest assembly of the sumanene molecule would create a carbon cage almost the same size as fullerene.

However, electron-beam irradiation can break the bonds of the pentagonal- and hexagonal-membered rings in the sumanene as well as dissociate the hydrogen even though the irradiated beam energy of 20 keV is lower than the knock-on threshold. The internal strain at the pentagonal-membered ring should hold a strong strain in order to create the steep curvature of fullerene; thus, the destructed sumanene would have a much gentler bowl curvature. The dangling bonds after the dissociation of hydrogen can participate in the cross-linking of sumanene molecules, resulting in the assembly of such relaxed sumanene molecules and the production of larger carbon cages having a size several tens of nanometers, much larger than that of fullerene.

The knock-on of carbon atoms at the edge of a small graphene fragment was the intrinsic mechanism of the fullerene transformation from graphite under high-energy electron irradiation; however, the cage transformation from sumanene seemed to be a result of the beam-induced reaction of both bond scissoring and cross-linking of the sumanene molecule.

In summary, we found that the electron-beam irradiation of sumanene molecules effectively induced their transformation into graphitic carbon cages, where the cages were constructed from 1–3 graphitic shell layers. The threshold electron dose was typically around 32 mC/cm² at a beam energy of 200 keV, but the transformation is still induced even when the beam energy was reduced to 20 keV, where the threshold dose was reduced to about 24 mC/cm². This transformation from sumanene molecules is in contrast to fullerene formation at graphene edges under electron-beam irradiation, where the defects remaining after knocked-on carbon atoms induces the curing. However, the transformation of sumanene molecules into carbon cages seemed to be dominated by bond excitation in the molecule in connection with the opening of the pentagonal-membered rings and cross-linking of the molecules. Thus, the transformed graphitic carbon cages assembled from relaxed sumanene
molecules have a large diameter of about 20 nm compared to that of fullerene, and the diameter of the carbon cage would be automatically determined to be around 20 nm.

Finally, the gentle reaction and the deformation process would allow for the incorporation of metal species into the cage, combining with the adsorption of metal-organic molecules. While further study is merited to gain a detailed understanding of the cage-transformation mechanism, we believe that this bottom-up process, based on the beam-induced sumanene molecule reaction, would be a promising new method to produce functional carbon cages for future electronic device applications.
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